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Abstract 

      Pragmatic Markers, hence PMs, are a well-known issue of controversy in 

English and Arabic studies. Those particles perform different functions when 

employed, by native speakers and writers, in conversations on textual and 

interpersonal levels. However, they vary cross-linguistically, Arabic traditional 

grammarians studied those particles only on the sentential level and defined 

them as ‘‘words which only make sense when they are joined with others’’ 

(King, 1992: 260). Also, Ryding (2005: 407)  states that Arabic sentences and 

clauses within text can be connected and interconnected by coordinate, 

subordinate and otherwise link them semantically and syntactically. While 

available English studies show features of what can be recognised as pragmatic 

markers such as: phonological reduction; semantic feature of no or little 

propositional meaning; optional syntactic position in initial, medial and final 

occurrences; poly-functionality; sociolinguistic feature of informal speeches and 

stylistically stigmatised. 

    This research is an attempt to study PMs in royal statements, by Queen 

Elizabeth’s statements as representative of English language and Queen Rania’s 

statements as representative of the Arabic language, adopting pragma-discoursal 

analysis with emphasis on the socio-cognitive perspective. It conducts quali-

quanti analysis of PMs in both English and Arabic Royal statements.  

1. Introduction 

     In recent studies, Fraser (1999 cited in Fischer, 2006:189) describes PMs as 

lexical expression which signal a relationship between adjacent messages, and 

they belong to one of five syntactic categories: coordinating conjunction, 
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subordinating conjunction, preposition, prepositional phrase and adverb. This 

study adopts few amendments which are needed to cover the analysis of range 

of Arabic and English PMs taking into consideration pragma-discoursal eclectic 

model which includes Fraser’s PM’s types (1999), Blakemore’s DMs’ context 

and relevance studies (1987, 1992), Chi (1992) and Vosniadou & Brewer (1987) 

studies of conceptual change within and across ontological categories (Alonso-

tapia, 2002:2-3). 

     Since PMs exist mostly in spoken rather than written texts, selected Royal 

statements are fertile ground to perform pragma-discoursal analysis with 

particular emphasis on socio-cognitive perspective, this is because PMs’ 

functions can be recognised on two levels: textual and interpersonal.  

2. Terminological Issues 

     The majority of recent studies label ‘pragmatic markers’ in many terms 

which refer to the same grammatical phenomenon like: discourse connectives 

(Blakemore, 1987, 1992), discourse particles (Schorup, 1985), pragmatic 

formatives (Fraser, 1987), pragmatic markers (Fraser, 1988, 1990; Schiffrin, 

1987), pragmatic operators (Ariel, 1994) and many others. Dealing with the 

overlap of the expressions of the markers, Blakemore (2006:221) forwards a fact 

that there is no common term to label PMs, She claims that it is not always 

possible to say the range of alternative terms which have appeared in the 

literature of this area of study. She states that DM is a term adopted to mark 

heterogeneous class of expressions which are recognised by their function and 

meaning interpretation that they encode. However, Hansen (2006:25) explains 

that it is better to view PMs from functional pragmatic perspective rather than 

from the formal-syntactic one.  
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3. PMs and DMs’ Interrelation 

     To some extent, PMs and DMs are interrelated since most of the recent 

studies emphasise the same aspects which are natural language, language use in 

a context and language user.  Malmkjar (1991:476) claims that PMs are the 

sinew of pragmatics such as speech acts and social maxims of relevance: 

sincerity, clarity and quality. However, DMs consider the same aspects which 

are the actual use of language ‘‘text spoken or written’’ and unravel its meaning 

reflections and unified interpretation to the interlocutors, while PMs depend on 

the feature of relevance which DMs indicate as text coherence.  

4. Pragmatic Markers’ Features 

     In early studies, PMs are well known to have no precise definition or one 

dominant feature. Briton (1996 cited in Anderson , 2001:21) lists a set of 

defining features to recognise PMs. One of those features is that PMs are multi-

functional particles operate on textual and interpersonal levels. Also, he claims 

that they are heterogeneous forms hardly placed within traditional word class. 

PMs have no clear grammatical function and they are optional features which 

are positioned either outside or loosely attached to syntactic structure. 

Phonologically, they are often reduced; on the other hand, they are lexically said 

to conceive little or no propositional meaning. They are features of spoken or 

written discourse with high-frequency. Stylistically, they are said to be 

stigmatised and negatively evaluated.    

5. Pragmatic Markers in English and Arabic 

    Since PMs exhibit meta-linguistic or meta-pragmatic features,  

English researchers expand their scope cross-linguistically to include typological 

interests, synchronic and diachronic perspectives with sociolinguistic emphasis. 

Many influential studies detected PMs’ interpretation as particles that depend on 

language context rather than grammatical conventions. Fraser (1996 cited in 

Fischer, 2006:189) mentions ‘‘there is a group of lexical expressions found in 
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every language called ‘pragmatic markers’ which can be classified as four 

superordinate types (basic pragmatic markers, commentary pragmatic markers, 

parallel pragmatic markers and discourse markers)’’. Those superordinate types 

are explained with their subtypes in the following examples and their hierarchy 

in figure (1) and some examples in table (1): 

NO. Type of marker Example 

1 Basic pragmatic  markers (please, I mean)                         

2 Assessment markers (maybe, almost)                

3 Manner-of-speaking-markers (probably, oh)                      

4 Evidential markers (I know, I think)                  

5 Hearsay markers (seem, look)                              

6 Deference markers (Sir, Dear) 

7 Conversational management 

markers 

(then, now) 

8 Contrastive discourse markers (but, still) 

9 Elaborative discourse markers (and, also) 

10 Inferential discourse markers (so, because) 

11 Temporal discourse markers (when, then) 

 

Table (1) 
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Figure (1) PMs’ superordinate types and subtypes 

    Other studies are also pioneering in the field of determining PMs as indexical 

tools for social considerations such as age, sex, location…etc. On the discourse 

level, Ostman (1995 cited in Aijmer& Vandenbergen 2011, p.225) describes 

PMs as class which define function of pragmatics and also as implicit anchors of 

deductions about speakers’ attitude. 

    However, Arabic studies are more concerned with PMs in a marginal way; 

Arab linguists’ perspective is maintained to show how PMs are defined, termed, 

approached, delimited and analysed. According to Al-Huqbani (2013:2162), Al-
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Batal’s (1985-1990), they view that PMs’ functions have received less attention 

and research.; most of the attention includes only the syntactic properties such as 

PMs’ effects on the inflections of nouns and verbs which follows due to the 

linguists’ interests in (Al-I’rab,الاػزاب). So the cohesive function of PMs is 

neglected and researched under independent field called rhetoric or 

(Albalagah, البلاغت) and termed disjunction and conjunction or (Al-Fasil wa Al-

wasil, الفصل ّالْصل).  Among Arab linguists who approached PMs from 

semantic and pragmatic perspectives, are Al-batal (1985, 1990, 1994), Al-Khalil 

(2005), Ghobrial (1994) and Hussein (2008 cited in Zmait, 2016:93). 

6. Cognitive View of PMs and the Process of Conceptual Change 

    For further socio-cognitive view of a particular text, it is best to distinguish 

between declarative and procedural knowledge. Eisenlauer (2013:67) clarifies 

that declarative knowledge includes elementary concepts, claims and the 

relationship between them with their procedural knowledge related to methods 

and procedures of particular task of proceeding through a text. So cognitive 

studies account for conceptual and procedural meaning; they distinguish the 

propositional content of texts and take into consideration the procedural content 

between language user and the text and social and cultural contexts in which it is 

used. As Van Dijk (2008 cited in Paltridge, 2012:2) explains, the socio-cognitive 

approach to discourse analysis of a text consider  negotiated constructs of 

context: ‘‘Context cannot be accounted for objective conditions; however, they 

can be accounted as subjective meta-constructs continuingly modified through 

the participation interaction of the interlocutors, as such the text can be 

discerned as communicative units encoded in social and cultural practice using 

the available communicative functions of embedding in their forms depending 

on the interlocutors’ common knowledge’’.  

    Concerning PMs, Blakemore (2002:185) mentions ‘‘not all expressions, 

classified as discourse connectives or markers, can be analysed in terms of 
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procedural encoding. There are so-called ‘discourse markers’ which encode 

constituents of conceptual representations’’. As such, PMs may have a role in 

the process of conceptual change. However, through Sinatra and Dole (1998), 

perspective about processes of conceptual change holds that assumption of 

conceptual change processes are considered assimilations. Those assimilations 

can be described as: the addition of new information to existing knowledge 

structures through weak or radical conceptual mechanisms. These mechanisms 

are addition, deletion, discrimination and generalisation; and also commenter 

attempt sometimes profiling before adopting these mechanisms. In light of those 

mechanisms, PMs play some role in this process of conceptual change which 

Vosiniadou & Brewer (1987) describe as a change in existing knowledge, which 

may involve weak or radical reinterpretation of old information or considering 

new ones in a spoken text (cited in Alonso-tapia, 2002:2-3). 

7. Quali-quanti Analysis of Royal Statements 

     The present research adopts pragma-discoursal approach application to 

determine PMs’ types, as introduced by Fraser model (2005); Blakemore (2002) 

concept of context and DM’s relevance studies (1992); and Chi (1992) and 

Vosniadou & Brewer (1987) studies of conceptual change within and across 

ontological categories.     

7.1 Queen Elizabeth’s Statements’ Quali-quanti Analysis 

    The contextual frame of Queen Elizabeth II’s statement is a TV interview of 

the Queen addressing people of Britain concerning the challenges of British 

people during COVID-19 pandemic. In the first statement, the queen adopts 

several markers to communicate the intended meaning clearly. The pragmatic 

functional mapping shows that the queen adopts evidential marker (I know), 

manner-of-speaking marker (I’m sure), basic pragmatic marker (I want to thank 

everyone) and (I also want to thank those of you), inferential discourse marker 

(thereby), and several elaborative discourse marker including (and, as well as). 
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The statement’s relevant interpretation unveils an identity of her Excellency the 

queen addressing her people at difficult times and encourages them to keep up 

the good work at their work-posts and this brings them together to overcome 

their losses whether financial or actual people lives. The statement adopts 

generalisation mechanisms i.e. (I’m speaking to you, our country, I want to 

thank everyone); as such, it is a radical conceptual change. The propositional 

content and its context of the statement confirm the aforementioned types of the 

adopted PMs. 

      Moreover, the second statement’s pragmatic functional mapping adopts 

inferential discourse marker (if), temporal discourse marker (then, I hope in the 

years to come), and several elaborative discourse markers (and). This statement 

is a confirmation to the encouragements of the previous one, it characterises the 

implicit request to keep British people’s noble attributes such as self-discipline, 

maintaining harmony of life quality and good-humoured resolve. The adopted 

conceptual mechanism is an addition and shows a weak conceptual change of 

the previous message. The propositional context and its context affirm that type 

of adopted PMs in the second statement. 

    Interestingly, the third statement contains several PMs:  temporal discourse 

marker (the moments when) and elaborative discourse markers including (or, 

and). The adopted conceptual mechanisms are generalisation and addition and 

attempt profiling i.e. (across the Commonwealth and around the world, we have 

seen heartwarming stories of people coming together to help others), so it seems 

a radical conceptual change process. The statement propositional content and its 

context assert the types of the aforementioned PMs in this statement. However, 

the fourth statement the queen adopt is a weak conceptual change to her 

previous statements and the propositional context and its context confirm several 

types of PMs including: inferential discourse marker like (here, this time), 

temporal discourse markers such as (today, once again, but now as then, before, 

but for now), evidential marker i.e. (we know), basic pragmatic marker (I send 
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my thanks) and several elaborative discourse markers (and). This statement may 

seem an implicit request to British people to maintain their faith and trust to 

continue endeavours to overcome the pandemic of COVID-19.  The following 

table (2) includes the statistics of the statistical analysis carried out: 

BMs CMs Par.Ms DMs 

Asses.M
s 

MOSM
s 

EvidM
s 

HM
s 

Def.M
s 

CMM
s 

CDM
s 

EDMs IDMs TDMs 

I want to 
thank 
everyon
e 

  I know   Then But 
for 
now 

And/15 Thereby After 

I also 
want to 
thank 
those of 
you 

  I am 
sure 

    As well 
as 

If Today 

   I want 
to 
assure 
you 

    Or Here The 
moments 
when 

   We 
know 

    Once 
again 

 But now 
as then 
before 

          This time 

          I hop in 
the years 
to come 

 

Table (2) 

7.2 Queen Rania’s Statements’ Quali-quanti Analysis 

    The context of this statement frame is Queen Rania of Jordan addressing her 

people through a TV program called (kalam nawa’em, كلام ًْاػن). Queen Rania’s 

statement consists of five statements as an answer to the TV host questions. The 

first statement opens with an evidential marker (al-hakekah, الحقٍقت), the 

statement pragmatic functional mapping also includes several markers: manner-

of-speaking marker (fa min al dharori jeddan,  فوي الضزّري جدا-min al mohim 

jeddan,  هي الوِن جدا), inferential discourse markers (le’annah, ًَلأ–fa bil nesba 

lehatha al mawdoa’-فبالٌسبت لِذا الوْضْع), temporal discourse marker (min ba’ad 
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ma yakoon, هي بؼد هاٌكْى-wa bil tali, ًّبالتال), another inferential marker ( wa ili 

netaj ‘ana,ٌَّاللً ًتج ػ) and temporal discourse marker (haleyyan,  حالٍا), hearsay 

marker (methil, هثل), conversational management marker (alhamdulellah,الحود لله- 

wa inn sha’ Allah,اى شاء الله ّ) and several elaborative discourse markers (wa, ّ). 

The statement seems an implicit call to shed light on domestic violence not only 

in Jordan but also in the Arab world. The queen highlights the other institutes 

affiliated to the government endeavours, and encourages further efforts to raise 

healthy societal awareness and protect Jordanian families from domestic 

violence. The queen adopts several conceptual mechanisms including: 

generalisation and addition, it is a rapid conceptual change attempt causing 

reinterpretation of the old information about Jordanian or Arab families as free 

of domestic violence. The statement propositional content and context confirm 

the aforementioned PMs’ types. 

    The second statement adopts basic pragmatic marker (ya’ni, ًٌٌؼ), temporal 

discourse marker (fa hatta, فحتى), inferential discourse marker (le’annah, ًَلأ– 

meshan, هشاى - wa hatha mohim jeddan,  ُّذا هِن جدا), contrastive discourse 

marker (aw, ّا), an evidential marker (bahis,بحس- taba’an,   طبؼا), contrastive 

discourse marker (lakin, لكي), and also elaborative discourse marker,  (wa,   ّ – wa 

mathalan,  ّهثلا). Following the preceding statement, there is a radical conceptual 

change using generalisation and addition mechanisms. The statement’s 

propositional content and its context assert the types of the aforementioned PMs. 

    Furthermore, several PMs are adopted in the third statement which includes: 

basic pragmatic marker (ya’ni, ًٌٌؼ), an evidential marker (al-hakika, الحقٍقت), 

conversational management marker (wa fi nafs al waqit,ّفً ًفس الْقت), hearsay 

marker (mithil, هثل– fi methil hatha al mawadi’,فً هثل ُذٍ الوْاضٍغ), inferential 

discourse marker (le’anah, ًَلأ), contrastive discourse marker (aw, ّا) and 

elaborative discourse marker (wa ili, ,wa - اٌضا  ,aidan – ّ اللً  ّ ). Those PMs’ 

types are confirmed by the propositional content and its context, also attempt 
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radical conceptual change using generalisation mechanism i.e. ( ٌّكْى فً اػتزاف

 (اًَ ُذٍ الظاُزة هْجْدة سْاء داخل الْطي الؼزبً اّ هي الؼالن

    Accordingly, the fourth statement attempts also radical conceptual change 

using mechanisms of generalisation, addition and also profiling i.e. ( لأًَ كواى ًابغ

 .(هي ثْابتٌا ثْابت الدٌي الاسلاهً الحٌٍف ّ هي اُن القٍن ػً التْاصل ّالتزاحن بٍي جوٍغ افزاد الوجتوغ

However, the included PMs are: a temporal discourse marker (fi al-bedaya, ًف

 an inferential discourse marker ,(فؼلا  ,fi’lan) an evidential marker ,(البداٌت 

(le’annah, ًَلأ), a contrastive discourse marker (aw, ّا), conversational 

management marker (fa en sha’a Allah,فأى شاء الله) and an elaborative discourse 

marker (wa, ّ). The propositional content and its context confirm the 

aforementioned PMs’ types in this statement. Table (3) below covers the 

adopted PMs’ types. 

BMs CMs Par.Ms DMs 

Asses.Ms MOSMs EvidMs HMs Def.Ms CMMs CDMs EDMs IDMs TDMs 

ٌعنً 
/7  

الاخذ  بصراحة
بعٌن 
 الاعتبار

2الحقٌقة/ 3مثل/  لكن  لانه فقط  
 اٌضا  

44و/  منذ اذا 

حفظها    فعل   بس لكن ربما 
 الله

3او/ 3واٌضا /  6لأنه/   الٌوم 

من  
الضروري 
 جدا  

ومن  من خلل ومثل   لكن فالحمدلله   بالتالً 
بعد 
 مٌكون

من المهم  
 جدا  

فبالنسبه  مثل    الحمدلله   بحس 
لهذا 
 الموضوع

 حالٌا  

وهذا  مهم  
 جد

وان شاء    طبعا   
 الله

واللً نتج  فلما 
 عنه

 فحتى

اهل       
وسهل  
 فٌكم

2حتى/ مشان    

وفً       
نفس 
 الوقت

  ا    

فأن شاء       
 الله

    

 

Table (3) 
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7.3 Discussion of Contrastive Statistical Analysis  

         According to tables (2, 3), the total percentage of the PMs adopted by 

Queen Rania of Jordan is (10.5%), this is a higher percentage than the one 

adopted by Queen Elizabeth of Britain which is (6.5%). Furthermore, English 

BMs percentage scored (0.3%) less than the Arabic one; however, Arabic 

percentage is (0.7%) while English CMs scored (0.7%); it is less than Arabic 

percentage which is (1.6%). Also, Arabic Par.Ms’ percentage score is (0.8%) 

and this is higher than the English one which is (0.1%). Finally, Arabic DMs 

score, which is (7.4%), is also higher than the English one that scored (5.3%). 

The figures below i.e. (2, 3) may explain the contrasting percentages of PMs’ 

adopted by the Queen of Jordan as representative of Arabic language and Queen 

of Britain as representative of the English language.   

 

 

Figure (2) 

6.05% 

10.05% 

Contrasting Percentages 

English

Arabic
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Figure (3) 

8. Concluding Remarks 

   On the basis of the aforementioned analysed royal statements, qualitative and 

quantitative results are visible. So similarities and dissimilarities are observed 

and the following conclusions are reached: 

1- The contrastive Percentage of PMs shows that the Arabic statements 

adopt PMs more than English royal statements to communicate 

contextually-dependent intended meaning interpretation. 

2- Arabic royal statements exhibit higher BMs percentage due to the 

linguistic phenomenon that Arabs are committed to overcome social 

distancing more than English royal statements which are committed to 

present reality and facts with attention to maintain social distancing. 

3- Parallel markers are heavily adopted by Arabic royal statements, and this 

is an indication that Arabic royal statements tend to maintain the dialogue 

stream from any turn interruption; while the English ones are less 

attentive to maintain the dialogue turns.  

4- The extensive use of DMs by Arabic royal statement is one of many 

indications that Arabic tends to be more elaborative than English. 
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5- On the basis of the potentiality that PMs may present more than 

procedural knowledge, the Parallel markers adopted in the Arabic 

language i.e. (الحود لله, اى شاء الله) imply that (everything is ok), and this is 

seemingly more than procedural knowledge which may hold constraints 

on the implicature presented by the propositions. So this is an indication 

that Arabic PMs may contribute to the process of conceptual change more 

than English counterparts. 

6- Taking in consideration the previous qualitative analysis, the conclusion 

of weak and radical conceptual change contrast exhibit no overall 

differences since both languages adopt conceptual change mechanisms 

like (generalisation, profiling) to perform a radical conceptual change 

process which is less dependent on (addition, deletion and 

discrimination). 

 بحث تماثمي لأدوات الربط التداولية في التصريحات الممكية الانكميزية والعربية
 عبدالكريم فاضل جميل0د0عمر رعد عدوان                        ا

 ابن رشد–بغداد جامعة                                         
 الممخص

تعتبررادواتوادوبررابتدوبتاوتبضرر ددلررض د ابضرر دتررلدوبااوارررادوبواتضرر دوبعابضرر دتو   وض ضرر د ضرر د    
تؤايدهذهدو اتوادمختوفدوبتظرئفدع ادواتخاومهردمنددبلدمت اثلدوبوا دتوب ترر دو لار  د

توادابرتديضرادتلدم راثررتهمدترلدوب مرلدعورمدوبمارتتصدوب لارلدتوبلخلارل دب  هررددرادتبراتودوا
متمرثورر دبررضندوبوارررادوبمختوثرر فد ضرر دعاتررادتررلدااوارررادوب  ررتضضندوبعررا دتوبتررلدلررموادت ررتد
مارررتتصدوب موررر ددبرررر دوب ومررررادوبترررلدتعترررلدمع رررمدم ت رررلدع رررادابتهرررردارررتض   دتتلرررضادوبواتضررر د
) راضنداوضاض ك(دوندوبعبراوادتوب ملدوبعابض دضم ندابتهرد  تضرًدتمع تضرًداوخلدوبر  دبتوارت د

اتوادتلارررلفدترررلد رررضندتلرررضادوبااواررررادو   وض ضررر دبخلاررررئ دواتوادوبرررابتدوبتاوتبضررر دمثرررل دو
وبت ورررض دوبلارررتتلفدومت  هرررردبو وضرررلدوتدعرررامدومت  هرررردبومع رررمدو تتاولرررلفدخرلارررض دوبمتدررر د
وب  تيدوباضاد  مدتلدباوض دوتدتاتدوتد هرض دوب مو فدتعااض دوبتظررئفدت ت هرردخرلارض دتمضر د

امض دمندم ظتادم رلدااوا دوبوا دو  تمرعلدتيضادم بذدواتخاومهردمرندوبم راثرادوباضاداد
د.م ظتادم رلدااوا دوبوا دو اوتبل
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هررذهدوبااوارر دهررلدم رتبرر دب ثضرر دعررندااتوادوبررابتدوبتاوتبضرر دتررلدوبتلارراض رادوبمو ضرر دتررلد    
ااند)او ضر ( دوبوا دو   وض ض دبمو  دباضتر ضرد)وبض وبض (دتوبوار دوبعابضر دترلدتلاراض رادبمو ر دو 

تتب مدهذهدوبااوا دت وضلدتاوتبلدختربلدلأاتوادوبابتدوبتاوتبض دم دوبتا ض دعوضهردمرندم ظرتاد
د.و تمرعلفدتهتدبربم ملدت وضلد تعلدت مل-وااو ل
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